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Supplies
A Little Latte Suite Collection - 163466
Latte Love Bundle - 163461
Latte Love Stamp Set - 163455
Latte Love Dies - 163460
2-3/8" Circle Punch - 161354
Stylish Shapes Dies - 159183
Scalloped Contours Dies - 155560
Nested Essentials Dies - 161597
A Little Latte 12" X 12" Designer Series
Paper - 163453
Early Espresso Cardstock - 119686
Very Vanilla Cardstock - 101650
Petal Pink Cardstock - 146985
Pecan Pie Cardstock - 161717
Lemon Lolly Cardstock - 161720
Smoky Slate Cardstock - 131202
Vellum Cardstock - 101856

Early Espresso Classic Stampin' Pad -
147114
Adhesive-Backed Swirl Dots - 163464
Pecan Pie 3/8" Center Stripe Ribbon -
162744
Linen Thread - 104199
Take Your Pick - 144107
Bone Folder - 102300
Paper Snips Scissors - 103579
Tear & Tape Adhesive - 154031
Multipurpose Liquid Glue - 110755
Stampin' Dimensionals - 104430
Mini Glue Dots - 103683
Stampin' Cut & Emboss Machine - 149653
Simply Scored Scoring Tool - 122334
Paper Trimmer - 152392
Stampin' Pierce Mat - 126199

https://www.stampinup.com/?dbwsdemoid=2172282
https://wp.me/p3FUMK-a0O
https://wp.me/p3FUMK-a0O
https://wp.me/p3FUMK-a0O
https://www.stampinup.com/products/a-little-latte-suite-collection-english?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/latte-love-bundle-english?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/latte-love-photopolymer-stamp-set-english?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/latte-love-dies?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/2-3-8-6-cm-circle-punch?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/stylish-shapes-dies?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/scalloped-contours-dies?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/nested-essentials-dies?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/a-little-latte-12-x-12-30-5-x-30-5-cm-designer-series-paper?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/a-little-latte-12-x-12-30-5-x-30-5-cm-designer-series-paper?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/cardstock-8-1-2-x-11-early-espresso?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/cardstock-8-1-2-x-11-very-vanilla?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/cardstock-8-1-2-x-11-petal-pink?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/pecan-pie-8-1-2-x-11-cardstock?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/lemon-lolly-8-1-2-x-11-cardstock?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/cardstock-8-1-2-x-11-smoky-slate?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/cardstock-vellum-8-1-2-x-11-?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/classic-stampin-pad-early-espresso?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/classic-stampin-pad-early-espresso?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/adhesive-backed-swirl-dots?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/pecan-pie-3-8-1-cm-center-stripe-ribbon?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/pecan-pie-3-8-1-cm-center-stripe-ribbon?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/thread-linen?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/take-your-pick?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/bone-folder?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/scissors-paper-snips?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/tear-tape-adhesive?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/glue-liquid-multipurpose?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/stampin-dimensionals?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/mini-glue-dots?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/stampin-cut-emboss-machine?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/simply-scored-scoring-tool?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/paper-trimmer?demoid=2172282
https://www.stampinup.com/products/stampin-pierce-mat?demoid=2172282
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Early Espresso Cardstock
TWO - 8-1/2 x 5-1/2" scored at 4-1/4"
scrap to die cut the coffee in the carafe, press and little cups using the Latte
Love Dies
scrap to die cut the largest hexagon using the Nested Essentials Dies 

Very Vanilla Cardstock
TWO - 3-7/8 x 5-1/8"
scrap to die cut the two skinny banners using the Stylish Shapes Dies
scrap to punch TWO 2-3/8" circles
scrap to die cut the scallop edge using the Scallop Contours Dies

Vellum Cardstock
scrap to die cut the glass carafe and press using the Latte Love Dies

Smokey Slate Cardstock
 scrap to stamp and die cut the spoons, carafe handle and press frame using
the Latte Love Bundle

Lemon Lolly Cardstock
scrap to die cut the little coffee cups using the Latte Love Dies

Pecan Pie Cardstock
scrap for die cutting TWO second largest swoopy circle using the Thoughtful
Expressions Dies
scrap to stamp and die cut the coffee beans, coffee, coffee art and carafe lid
using the Latte Love Bundle

Petal Pink Cardstock
scrap to stamp and die cut the side and top view mugs using the Latte Love
Bundle

A Little Latte Designer Series Paper
4 x 5-1/4"
2 x 5-1/4"
2 x 5-1/8"
3/4 x 5-1/8"

Pecan Pie Center Stripe Ribbon
about 11" and about 8" folded and tied with Linen Thread

Measurements
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Instructions
Score and burnish the card bases with a Bone Folder. Glue the vanilla cardstock
liners in the cards.

1.

Glue the 4 x 5-1/4" designer series paper panel to the front of the landscape card.  
Glue the 2 x 5-1/4" piece designer series paper to the vanilla scallops, then glue it
to the front of the portrait card.

2.

Stamp the greetings on the vanilla pieces using Early Espresso ink as seen the
photos.

3.

Using Early Espresso ink for all of your stamping, stamp the beans, coffee, and
coffee art on Pecan Pie Cardstock. Stamp the spoon on Smoky Slate Cardstock.
Stamp the mugs on Petal Pink Cardstock. Die cut the stamped images as well as
the cups, coffee, carafe and press pieces.

4.

Assemble the carafe, press, cups and mugs using liquid glue.5.
Adhere the hexagon to the landscape card followed by the ribbon and twine
combo then the swoopy circle and vanilla circle. Use liquid glue for the paper
parts and Tear & Tape to adhere the ribbon.

6.

Adhere the swoopy circle and sentiment stamped vanilla circle to the portrait card
using  liquid glue.

7.

Adhere the carafe or press and mug to each card using liquid glue. See the photos.8.
Adhere the longer sentiment banner to the landscape card using liquid glue, then
pop the little cups and spoon on with dimensional adhesive. Add one coffee bean
to the center of the Linen Thread bow using a Mini Glue Dot.

9.

Adhere the ribbon and twine combo to the portrait card using Tear & Tape, then
pop the little cup and spoon on the card with dimensional adhesive. Add a bunch
of coffee beans to the center of the Linen Thread bow and sprinkle two single
beans on the card front, adhere using Mini Glue Dots.

10.

Embellish both cards with Adhesive-Backed Swirl Dots.11.
Finish the inside of the portrait card with the 3/4 x 5-1/8" strip of designer series
paper and a bunch of coffee beans.

12.

Finish the inside of the landscape card as pictured. Punch a thumb notch using the
2-3/8" circle punch then glue the designer series paper to the vanilla liner using  
liquid glue on the sides and bottom creating a pocket. Adhere the little sentiment
banner and one coffee bean to the pocket.

13.
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